HUALAPAI ELDERLY SERVICES

Health Fair

AGENDA

MC - Athena Crozier from The Hualapai SDPI

10:00 AM  Welcoming - Brook Bender, HES Director
           Staff Introduction
           Katelyn Munoz, HES Administrative Assistant
           Antonia Cogburn, HES Community Health Worker
           Breanna Watahomigie, HES Community Health Worker
           Penelope Whatoname, HES WIOA Worker
           Joyce Paya, HES Kitchen Supervisor
           Leatrice Smith, HES Cook
           Helen Watahomigie, HES Cook/Driver
           Ginger Case, HES Cook/Driver
           Jada Whatoname, HES WIOA Worker
           Bruce Walema, HES Custodian

10:15 AM  Opening Prayer
           Raynard Uqualla

10:30 AM  Healthcare Alternate Resources with
           Your Local IHS Benefits Coordinator
           Rochelle Kennedy and Lisa Chamberlain - IHS

10:45 AM  What is Case Management?
           Victoria Sullivan, RN - Case Manager - IHS

11:00 AM  Home Safety & Fall Prevention
           Susan Cieslicki, RN - Public Health Nurse - IHS

11:15 AM  Nutrition & Meal Prepping
           Damon Romo, Fitness Specialist - SDPI

11:30 AM  Tribal Action Plan
           Sherry Counts, TAP Coordinator - HEW

11:45 AM  TPWIC Traditional Healthy Foods
           Rosemary Sullivan, RN Case Manager - HEW